Abstract
Introduction
FGOALS-g2, FIO-ESM and NorESM1-ME have more sea ice than satellite 152 observations. Although CMIP5 simulated MME SIE fits the observations well, MME 153 spatial map of SIC fits the observations not so well. MME SICs in the Weddell Sea,
154
the Bellingshausen Sea and the Amundsen Sea are too little. In September, most
155
CMIP5 models have better performance than that in February, and MME SIC also has 156 better spatial pattern.
157
Figures 1b and 2 show that linear trends of CMIP5 MME Antarctic SIE do not agree 158 with the satellite observations. Many studies showed that Antarctic SIE has an 159 increasing trend since the end of 1970s (Cavalieri et al., 1997; Zwally et al., 2002; 160 Cavalieri et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2009 anthropogenic forcing. From Table 1 we can see that several models (highligthed in 
179
The trends of observed Antarctic SIC have large spatial differences ( Fig. 3 ), but the 180 simulated Antarctic SIC trends are almost decreasing everywhere (Fig. 4) . shows that decreasing SIC is mainly in the Antarctic Peninsula, which is one of the 
GFDL-ESM2G, GISS-E2-R-CC and MRI-CGCM3 have large annual mean SIE with
245 the values larger than 15 million square kilometers (highligthed in Table 2 
292
Supplementary Figure 6 shows that BCC-CSM1-1-M, CanCM4, CanESM2, 
293

GFDL-CM2p1, GISS-E2-H, GISS-E2-H-CC, GISS-E2-R, GISS-E2-R-CC,
